
Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 13 April 2021

By Video Conference

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, C Sharpe, M Turner, G Bland, C Bland, G Lloyd

Apologies: J Watkins-Wright, D Fraser, V Bedford

Minutes of previous committee meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as a true record and IM was

actioned to post them to the website.

Matters Arising
● Debit Card. A debit card has been acquired in IM’s name DF has the details and can

use it to make small purchases. If necessary further cards on the same account can

be obtained.

● Kitchen equipment purchase. - See agenda item.

● Film Club. The film club is due to restart on May 21. An announcement regarding the

membership fees waive will be in the May newsletter. The MPLC licence will be

restarted from May 21. Action IM

● WI Mouseman Chair. IM help a meeting with Sue Bailey and Joan Dobson at the hall.

The chair has been brought out into the Community lounge. It was donated to the WI

but Sue and Joan both feel it should be a Village Hall asset so there is no danger of it

being claimed by the National WI body.

Action: IM to speak to WI about formalising this arrangement.

● Hall Speakers and Filing Cabinet - Deferred until next meeting. Action MT

Chairman’s report
1. Financials

○ The account balances as today are:

■ Current Account: £21.558

■ PayPal: £549

■ Cash: £70

■ Total: £22,178

○ Revenue for March totalled £533 with a further £2,096 in grants which, after

paying the annual insurance and Business Rates bills, produced a net cash

outflow of £238 for the month.
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○ Money owed to G Lloyd and G Bland for kitchen purchases (Approx £230) is

not included in the March expenditure figures, and neither is the money

owed to Johnsons for the hot water installation (approx £1,100).

2. Bookings

○ All regular hall bookings remain subject to government restrictions but the

Playgroup, Marston Moor Cubs, Gauntlett Explorer Scouts and One-on-One

Dance tuition have restarted as of April 12. Other activities remain on hold,

planned to resume on May 17.

○ BoxFiit have cancelled their future bookings as Karen Hayes has taken up a

full time position elsewhere.

3. Activity

○ Having written the year-end report and completed the accounts which have

now been signed, IM is unable to file these online as the portal is not yet

open for current year filings.

○ Art-in-a-Box have vacated the hall after securing alternative premises.

○ We have had 2 wedding enquiries and shown one prospective client around

the hall. No firm commitment as yet.

○ A further grant claim has been submitted.

○ The lottery was drawn as usual at month-end but tickets have been removed

from the online shop. No sales have been made for several months. The

descriptive text has been changed on the website to say that lottery sales are

open from August-December each year.

Action: IM to poll lottery members to see if there is an appetite for renewal.

Secretary’s report
● CS referred to the document previously circulated detailing the proposed

constitution for the proposed CIO. This is a standard document approved by the

Charities Commission. No one had any comments on the terms.

● It was agreed that the members (trustee) count would be limited to 12, and the user

body count limited to 8.

● CS said that the next stage is to submit the proposed CIO constitution for formal

approval.

● The timescale for switching to CIO status remains at 1st February 2022.

● IM and CS to consider what other people or bodies need to be consulted before the

switch is made despite the decision being entirely in the hands of the VH committee.

Action: IM and CS to discuss.

● Licensee status. Deferred but Action: CB to provide CS with details of licensee

training company.
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Facilities Manager’s report
● DF was unable to join the meeting owing to poor internet connection but reported

the following:

○ DF has been working with D Porritt to prepare the hall for reopening.  Several

minor maintenance jobs carried out

○ DF urges caution with any expenditure - we postponed decoration, loft

ladder, pipe covers etc and maintenance items should take precedence over

new improvements

● MT reported that the asset register was now well underway with items labelled and

recorded in a sheet on Google Drive. The file may be viewed by VH committee

members here:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HtQnzbwMOvALcwWUsrP5HySipAc41XFa/view?usp=sharing

● PAT testing of small electrical items is also underway. Action MT

● MT reported that the hot water system replacement had been completed and was

working well. Action: MT to give the invoice to IM for payment.

● The control is via a mechanical timer with an override available in the boiler room.

MT was asked to propose a replacement remote controller so that override can be

done from the kitchen and remotely if necessary. Action: MT

● MT reported that the isolator switches for the cookers were incorrectly positioned.

IM and MT to review the documentation and propose a solution and, if possible, get

the supplier to fix the issue FOC.

Action: IM to find the documentation

Action: MT to contact the supplier for a solution.

● IM noted that the electricity meter needs to be read at the end of April and the value

reported to SSE. Action MT.

● During the colder weather the heating needs to be programmed to come on about 1

hour before an event as ½ hour is insufficient time for the hall to warm up. Action DF.

AOB
● Playground. VB was unable to attend the meeting so IM gave an overview of the

questionnaire that had been circulated by the newly formed WhixPlay committee, 57

people had responded so far and the committee is due to meet on 14th April to

discuss the results and next actions.  The small maintenance jobs detailed in the

annual inspection remain outstanding. Action: DF.

● Kitchen Replacements.  GB and GL have purchased various items to the value of

approximately £230. The heated cabinet is to be replaced by a plate warmer, but

probably needs to be free-standing. The purchase of this item, approx £500, is within

the previously approved budget.

Action: GB and GL to provide receipts for what has been purchased
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Acton: GB to investigate free-standing cabinet purchase.

● Charity filings and AGM Arrangements. As there is plenty of time before the filing for

20-21 needs to be done it was agreed that the AGM will be held in June at the

earliest and on a date after a village hall event at which residents will be able to view

the various hall activities. A Saturday after June 21st (the day on which lockdown

restrictions are due to end) will be chosen. It was also agreed that the website and

other documentation would make it clear that people are able to assist with VH

issues without becoming committee members or attending meetings. Action: IM

● MT reported that he is in contact with Majestic Wines and he will ensure that the bar

is stocked ready for the first film club evening on May 21st. Action: MT

● 5k/10k Charity Run. JW-W asked the committee to comment on whether they

wished this event to run in 2021. It was unanimously agreed that it should run if at all

possible and asked JW-W to make the necessary arrangements and book the village

hall on the selected date (likely to be 31st October). Action JW-W.

● Next Meeting. There being no other business the meeting closed at 9 pm. The next

meeting will be held by Zoom on Tuesday May 11th at 7:30pm.
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